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Big Picture: Support of Open Science, Discovery
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Open Science
● The movement to make scientific research and its dissemination accessible to all
● Includes Open Access, Open Source, Open Data, Open Processes, Open Review
● Focus of NASA SMD’s Vision in its Strategy for Data Management and Computing for 

Groundbreaking Science 2019-2024 WP: “... enable transformational open science 
through continuous evolution of science data and computing systems for NASA’s SMD”

FAIR Data Principles
● FAIR = Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable: https://www.go-fair.org/

○ F1. Data are assigned a globally unique and persistent identifier
○ F2. Data are described with rich metadata 
○ F3. Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data they describe
○ F4. Data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource

● NASA SMD’s Strategy WP goal: “Improve discovery and access for all SMD data to 
immediately benefit science data users and improve the overall user experience”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissemination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_access
https://smd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/science-red/s3fs-public/atoms/files/SDMWG_Full%20Document_v3.pdf
https://smd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/science-red/s3fs-public/atoms/files/SDMWG_Full%20Document_v3.pdf
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Open Access Articles

OA no longer a “problem,” as the Astronomy 
community has developed multiple solutions 
to green, gold OA and a culture of 
preprinting and short embargo periods.
What remains to be done is proper 
accounting of funding, paper versioning and 
cross-linking.

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/blog/nasa-open-access
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Open Source Code
Source code is now more easily discoverable and 
citable thanks to ASCL and the Asclepias projects. As 
of May 2021 ADS has the following software records:
● 2,470 ASCL (6,900 citations)
● 6,300 Zenodo (11,500 citations)

https://adsabs.github.io/blog/asclepias
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Open Data Archives

Lots of Open Data available in 
Astronomy thanks to the pioneering 
vision of “Open Skies” from NASA, 
ESO and ESA.
Excellent archival infrastructure for 
high-value datasets (space 
telescopes) and modern ground 
based ones.
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Data Discoverability and Interoperability

Data discovery and Interoperability 
are much harder problems to solve.
They have been the focus of Virtual 
Observatory efforts in the past 20 
years.
Currently, the IVOA coordinates 
standards and activities supporting 
FAIR efforts from the major archives.
Much of the work revolves around 
standards, protocols, and access 
interfaces.
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The Linked Data Advantage in Astronomy

Astronomy archives have long maintained links, 
bibliographies in ADS, supporting multiple goals:

● Re-use: well-archived, well-linked data is more 
often shared (White et al 2009, Peek et al 2019)

● Ease of access: data usage increases upon 
publication of papers (Winkelman et al, 2006)

● Citability: well-linked papers receive more citations 
(Henneken & Accomazzi, 2012; Dorch et al, 2015)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009astro2010P..64W/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019BAAS...51g.105P/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006ASPC..351...93W/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2012ASPC..461..763H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2015arXiv151102512D/abstract
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Meanwhile, in the larger scholarly ecosystem...

Societies, funding agencies have 
come up with data policies and 
requirements for data availability.
Journals don’t want 
supplemental material, so 
archives are now accepting 
user-generated datasets and 
assigning DOIs to them.
A concerted effort from 
publishers, editors to promote 
data and software citation (e.g. 
AAS journals).
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● ADS Facilitates discovery and dissemination of Open Access 
publications by aggregating and linking to OA versions

● ADS collects and exposes links to data repositories, objects 
found in manuscripts and harvested from curated bibliographies

● ADS Indexes software records from the Astrophysics Source 
Code Library and software records cited via DOIs

Literature, Data, Software FAIRness combined 
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Data/Software Mention, New in ADS
Mention

URL DOI

Use 
cases

in acknowledgments: in acknowledgments:

in ADS Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields

Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields;
Link to data product 
created in ADS

outside 
of astro Ignored Ignored
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Data/Software Citation, New in ADS
Mention Citation

URL DOI URL DOI

Use 
cases

in acknowledgments: in acknowledgments: in references: in references:

in ADS Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields

Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields;
Link to data product 
created in ADS

URL captured, 
citation not counted

New record for DOI 
created (if necessary) 
and citation counted 
against it

outside 
of astro Ignored Ignored URL ignored,

citation not counted
Citation counted via 
CrossRef / DataCite



Data and software indexed/linked in ADS
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Linked (resource accessible from a record via a link)
● Data Products hosted by external collaborators (Data Archives, SIMBAD, 

NED), with links provided to ADS by either curators or mined from papers
Linked data collections can be used as a filter in ADS, 
and to evaluate impact of linked data products

Indexed (an actual database record, searchable)
● VizieR catalogs, IVOA standards, observing and funding proposals
● Software products: ASCL records, software packages cited via DOI
● Soon: cited data products, other research objects such as notebooks 

Indexed records are scholarly research objects. 
They are discoverable and citable via ADS, and their metrics are tracked



Recommendations
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Authors & Publishers:
● Use Persistent Identifiers in manuscripts whenever possible (ideally DOIs), 

both in the body of the manuscript and in the reference section
● Use the reference section to cite all appropriate scientific contributions 

(articles, data, software)

Data Archives:
● Use DOIs to properly register your scholarly records (data, software, 

notebooks), and curate their metadata

Librarians:
● Continue to contribute your bibliographies and data links to ADS
● Use the ADS API (fulltext search) to find content of interest for your collections


